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ADDING A NON-REFLECTING WEAKLY COMPACT SET
BRENT CODY
Abstract. For n ă ω, we say that the Π1
n
-reflection principle holds at κ
and write Reflnpκq if and only if κ is a Π1n-indescribable cardinal and every
Π1
n
-indescribable subset of κ has a Π1
n
-indescribable proper initial segment.
The Π1
n
-reflection principle Reflnpκq generalizes a certain stationary reflection
principle and implies that κ is Π1
n
-indescribable of order ω. We define a forcing
which shows that the converse of this implication can be false in the case n “ 1.
Moreover, we prove that if κ is pα ` 1q-weakly compact where α ă κ`, then
there is a forcing extension in which there is a weakly compact set W Ď κ
having no weakly compact proper initial segment, the class of weakly compact
cardinals is preserved and κ remains pα ` 1q-weakly compact. We also prove
a resurrection result for the Π1
1
-reflection principle.
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1. Introduction
For a regular cardinal κ, we say that a set S Ď κ is Π1n-indescribable if for
every A Ď Vκ and every Π
1
n-formula ϕ, whenever pVκ, P, Aq |ù ϕ there exists α P S
such that pVα, P, AX Vαq |ù ϕ. Levy proved that if κ is Π
1
n-indescribable then the
collection Π1npκq “ tX Ď κ : X is not Π
1
n-indescribableu is a normal proper ideal
on κ. The work of Hellsten as well as the recent work of Bagaria-Magidor-Sakai has
shown that various results involving the nonstationary ideal can be extended to the
Π1n-indescribable ideal Π
1
npκq. For example, the notion of α-Mahloness of a cardinal
κ where α ď κ` can be generalized to that of α-Π1n-indescribability where α ď κ
`
(see Definition 3 below). Hellsten proved [Hel06] that the Π1n-indescribability ideal
Π1npκq is not κ
`-saturated if κ is κ`-Π1n-indescribable. This is analogous to a
result of Baumgartner, Taylor and Wagon [BTW77] stating that NSκ æ REG is not
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κ`-saturated if κ is κ`-Mahlo. Extending work of Jech and Woodin [JW85] on
the nonstationary ideal, Hellsten proved [Hel10] that it is consistent relative to the
existence of a measurable cardinal κ of Mitchell order α ă κ` that there is an α-Π11-
indescribable cardinal κ such that the Π11-indescribable ideal Π
1
1pκq is κ
`-saturated.
Recall that for a regular cardinal κ, we say that the stationary reflection principle
Reflpκq holds if and only if every stationary subset of κ has a stationary proper
initial segment. Bagaria-Magidor-Sakai [BMS15] generalized Jensen’s result [Jen72]
which states that in L, the weakly compact cardinals are precisely the regular
cardinals at which the stationary reflection principle holds, by providing a similar
characterization of the Π1n-indescribable cardinals in L. Additionally, extending
Solovay’s theorem on splitting stationary sets, Hellsten [Hel10, Theorem 2] has
shown (for a proof see [For10, Proposition 6.4]) that the Π1n-indescribable ideal on
a Π1n-indescribable cardinal κ is nowhere κ-saturated. It is important to point out
that for many reasons, these generalizations require substantial effort: for example,
in many situations, one must deal with the fact that a non-weakly compact set (i.e.
a non-Π11-indescribable set) can become weakly compact in a forcing extension,
1
whereas a nonstationary set cannot be forced to become stationary.
In this article we continue this line of research by generalizing the stationary
reflection principle Reflpκq as follows. The stationary reflection principle Reflpκq is
formulated by referencing the nonstationary ideals NSγ for γ ď κ with cfpγq ą ω,
and one may formulate new reflection principles by replacing these ideals with
others. Let Refl0pκq be the statement asserting that κ is inaccessible and for every
stationary S Ď κ there is an inaccessible cardinal γ ă κ such that S X γ is a
stationary subset of γ. Since a set S Ď γ is Π10-indescribable if and only if γ
is inaccessible and S is stationary [Hel06], we obtain a direct generalization of
Refl0pκq as follows. For n ă ω, we say that the Π
1
n-reflection principle holds at κ
and write Reflnpκq if and only if κ is a Π
1
n-indescribable cardinal and for every Π
1
n-
indescribable set S Ď κ there exists a γ ă κ such that SXγ is Π1n-indescribable. For
the case in which n “ 1, we say that the weakly compact reflection principle holds
at κ and write Reflwcpκq if and only if κ is a weakly compact cardinal and every
weakly compact subset of κ has a weakly compact initial segment. Since Reflnpκq
holds whenever κ is Π1n`1-indescribable (see the beginning of Section 2 below),
and since Reflnpκq implies that there are many Π
1
n-indescribable cardinals below
κ, it follows that the consistency strength of “Dκ Reflnpκq” is strictly greater than
the existence of a Π1n-indescribable cardinal but not greater than the existence of a
Π1n`1-indescribable cardinal. The exact consistency strength of “Dκ Reflnpκq” is not
known, but the work of Mekler and Shelah [MS89] leads to a conjecture in Section
7 below. Additionally, one may derive the consistency of “Dκ@n ă ω Reflnpκq” from
the existence of a Π1n-indescribable cardinal of order ω (see Definition 2 below).
In Lemma 7 below, we observe that Reflnpκq implies that κ is Π
1
n-indescribable
of order ω. The main result of this article addresses the question: if κ is Π1n-
indescribable of high order γ ă κ`, does this entail that Reflnpκq holds? In the
case where n “ 1 we show that the answer to this question is consistently, no.2
1Indeed, Kunen showed [Kun78] that a non-weakly compact cardinal can become supercompact
in a forcing extension by showing that the forcing to add a Cohen subset to κ is equivalent to a
two-step iteration S ˚ 9T in which the first step S is a forcing which adds homogeneous Suslin tree
9T , and then in the second step one forces with this tree.
2In fact, this question can also be answered by using the result of Bagaria-Magidor-Sakai
[BMS15] mentioned above. Although the characterization of Π1
n`1
-indescribable cardinals in L
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Suppose κ is a weakly compact cardinal. We say that S Ď κ is a non-reflecting
weakly compact subset of κ if and only if S is a weakly compact set having no weakly
compact proper initial segment; similarly, one can define the notion of non-reflecting
Π1n-indescribable subset of κ. The following theorem establishes the consistency of
the failure of the weakly compact reflection principle at κ with κ being weakly
compact of any order γ ă κ`.
Theorem 1. Suppose that Reflwcpκq holds, κ is weakly compact of order pα `
1q where α ă κ` and GCH holds. Then there is a cofinality-preserving forcing
extension in which there is a non-reflecting weakly compact subset of κ, the class of
weakly compact cardinals is preserved and κ remains pα` 1q-weakly compact.
Notice that the assumption Reflwcpκq allows us to avoid trivialities, since if
Reflwcpκq fails then κ already has a non-reflecting weakly compact subset. The
forcing used in the proof of Theorem 1, adds a non-reflecting weakly compact sub-
set of κ. Notice that many forcings throughout the literature also add non-reflecting
weakly compact subsets to a weakly compact cardinal κ, such as an Easton-support
iteration to turn κ into the least weakly compact cardinal by adding non-reflecting
stationary subsets to each weakly compact γ ă κ; the new features of the forcing
developed here is that it preserves the class of weakly compact cardinals and also
preserves the fact that κ is pα`1q-weakly compact. Our proof of Theorem 1, relies
heavily on the simple characterization of weak compactness in terms of elementary
embeddings, which is reviewed in Lemma 9, below. Although one can characterize
Π1n-indescribability in terms of elementary embeddings [Hau91], it is not known
whether or not the techniques used in our proof of Theorem 1 generalize.
Another important feature of the proof of Theorem 1, is that we will be concerned
with showing that various forcings do not create new instances of weak compactness,
a feature which is not present when dealing with forcing to add a non-reflecting
stationary set. Our main tool in this regard, will be Hamkins’ work showing that
extensions with the approximation and cover properties have no new large cardinals
[Ham03]; see Lemma 18 below.
In Section 6, we prove that if κ is a measurable cardinal then there is a forcing
extension in which there is a weakly compact subset of E Ď κ with no weakly
compact proper initial segment and in which the Π11-reflection principle can be
resurrected by shooting a 1-club through κzE.
Many questions about the weakly compact and Π1n-indescribable reflection prin-
ciples remain open, some of which are discussed in Section 7 below.
2. Preliminaries
Since there is a Π1n`1-sentence ϕ such that for any γ a set S Ď γ is Π
1
n-
indescribable if and only if pVγ , P, Sq |ù ϕ [Kan03, Corollary 6.9], it follows that
Reflnpκq holds if κ is Π
1
n`1-indescribable. Therefore “Dκ Reflnpκq” is consistence
relative to the existence of a Π1n`1-indescribable cardinal.
given by Bagaria-Magidor-Sakai does not resemble the reflection principles Reflnpκq considered
here, Sakai informed the author, after the current article was written, that in L, the Bagaria-
Magidor-Sakai characterization is equivalent to Reflnpκq. Bagaria-Magidor-Sakai showed that in
L, a cardinal κ is Π1
n`1
-indescribable if and only if Reflnpκq holds. Thus, in L, Reflnpκq fails at
the least greatly Π1n-indescribable cardinal.
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Assuming κ is a Π1n-indescribable cardinal, the Π
1
n-ideal
Π1npκq “ tX Ď κ : X is not Π
1
n-indescribableu
is a normal ideal on κ [Le´v71]. We will denote the corresponding collection of
positive sets by
Π1npκq
` “ tX Ď κ : X is Π1n-indescribableu
and the dual filter is written as
Π1npκq
˚ “ tX Ď κ : κzX is not Π1n-indescribableu.
In the case where n “ 0, we obtain the nonstationary ideal NSκ “ Π
1
0pκq. Thus,
in this case, the filter Π10pκq
˚ is generated by the collection of club subsets of κ
and Π10pκq
` is the collection of stationary subsets of κ. Furthermore, a cardinal κ
is Π10-indescribable if and only if κ is inaccessible [Kan03, Proposition 6.3]. In the
case where n “ 1, we sometimes refer to Π11pκq as the weakly compact ideal. For
0 ă n ă ω one can characterize a natural collection of subsets of κ which generates
the filter Π1npκq
˚ as follows. We say that a set C Ď κ is 0-club if and only if C is
club. Furthermore, for n ą 0, C is said to be n-club if C P Π1n´1pκq
` and whenever
C X α P Π1n´1pαq
` we have α P C. Note that, C is 1-club if and only if C is
a stationary subset of κ which contains all of its inaccessible stationary reflection
points. Under the assumption that κ is a Π1n-indescribable cardinal, it follows from
the work of Sun [Sun93] and Hellsten [Hel06] that S P Π1npκq
` if and only if for
every n-club C Ď κ we have S XC ‰ H. Thus, if κ is a Π1n-indescribable cardinal,
a set X Ď κ is in the filter Π1npκq
˚ if and only if X contains an n-club.
For n ă ω, Hellsten defined an operation Trn on Ppκq analogous to Mahlo’s
operation3 by
TrnpXq “ tα ă κ : X X α P Π
1
npαq
`u,
as well as a transitive wellfounded partial order ăn on Π1npκq
` analogous to Jech’s
ordering on stationary sets; for S, T P Π1npκq
` we have
S ăn T ðñ T zTrnpSq P Π
1
npκq.
Hellsten also defined the order of a Π1n-indescribable set S P Π
1
npκq
` to be its rank
under ăn,
onpSq “ suptonpXq ` 1 : X ă
n S and X P Π1npκq
`u;
and the order of a Π1n-indescribable cardinal κ to be the height of ă
n,
onpκq “ suptonpSq ` 1 : S P Π
1
npκq
`u.
Generalizing the notion of great Mahloness from [BTW77], Hellsten provided
the following (for details see [Hel06, Definition 2 and Lemma 10]).
Definition 1 ([Hel06]). A cardinal κ is greatly Π1n-indescribable if and only if
onpκq “ κ
`.
We will find it useful to consider orders of Π1n-indescribability less than κ
`,
generalizing the Mahlo-hierarchy.
Definition 2. Given cardinal κ and an ordinal 0 ă γ ă κ`, we say that κ is
Π1n-indescribable of order γ if and only if onpκq ě γ.
3Hellsten denoted this operation by Mn, but here we use Trn to avoid notational confusion
since we use M to denote a κ-model.
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In what follows we find it easier to work with another, slightly more concrete,
characterization of the order of a Π1n-indescribable cardinal, which we describe in
Lemma 5 below. Working towards this characterization, let us establish a few basic
properties of the operation Trn, which are implicit in [Hel06]. Hellsten proved
that Trn is a generalized Mahlo operation for the Π
1
n-ideal over a regular cardinal
κ. Among other things, this implies [Hel06, Theorem 2] that the Π1n-indescribable
filter is closed under the operation Trn´1, which is analogous to the fact that the
club filter is closed under the map taking a set X P Ppκq to its set of limit points
X 1. As an easy consequence, we obtain the following.
Lemma 2. Suppose κ is a Π1n-indescribable cardinal. If Z P Π
1
npκq then TrnpZq P
Π1npκq.
Proof. Suppose Z P Π1npκq and TrnpZq R Π
1
npκq. Let C Ď κ be an n-club with
C X Z “ H. Since the filter Π1npκq
˚ is closed under Trn´1, it follows that
Trn´1pCq “ tα ă κ : α is Π
1
n´1-indescribable and C X α P Π
1
n´1pαq
`u
contains an n-club subset of κ and since C is n-club we have Trn´1pCq Ď C. Since
TrnpZq P Π
1
npκq
` we may choose η P TrnpZq X Trn´1pCq. Notice that Z X η P
Π1npηq
` and CX η is an n-club subset of η disjoint from ZX η, a contradiction. 
Following Hellsten’s notation, elements of the boolean algebra Ppκq{Π1npκq are
written as rSsn where S P Π
1
npκq
` and rSsn is the equivalence class of S modulo
the ideal Π1npκq. We let ďn denote the usual ordering on Ppκq{Π
1
npκq. Hellsten
proved [Hel06, Lemma 6] that Trn is well defined as a map Trn : Ppκq{Π
1
npκq Ñ
Ppκq{Π1npκq where TrnprSsnq “ rTrnpSqsn, and we observe that this follows directly
from Lemma 2.
Corollary 3. Suppose κ is a Π1n-indescribable cardinal and S, T P Ppκq. If S ďn T
then TrnpSq ďn TrnpT q. Thus, Trn is well defined as a map Ppκq{Π
1
npκq Ñ
Ppκq{Π1npκq.
It is well known (see [BTW77] and [Hel06, Lemma 3]), that if I is a normal
ideal on κ then the diagonal intersection of a collection of ďκ-many subsets of κ
is independent of the indexing used, modulo I, and this allows one to calculate κ`
iterates of Trn as an operation on Ppκq{Π
1
npκq. For the readers convenience let us
briefly recall how this is done, in the context of the Π1n-indescribable ideal. Given a
collection trAisn : i ă βu Ď Ppκq{Π
1
npκq where β ă κ
`, let f : β Ñ κ be injective
and define g : κ Ñ Ppκq by gpαq “ κ if α R f rβs and gpαq “ Ai if fpiq “ α. We
define
△trAisn : i ă βu “ r△gsn
where, as usual, △g “ tξ ă κ : p@i ă ξq ξ P gpiqu. For A P Π1npκq
`, we define a
sequence xTrαnprAsnq : α ă κ
`y in the boolean algebra Ppκq{Π1npκq:
Tr0nprAsnq “ rAsn
Trα`1n prAsnq “ TrnpTr
α
nprAsnqq,
TrγnprAsnq “ △tTr
α
nprAsnq : α ă γu if γ ă κ
` is a limit.
Similarly, one may iterate Trn as an operation on Ppκq, κ-many times. Notice that
for limits γ ă κ, if we let Ai be a representative of the equivalence class Tr
i
nprκsnq
for i ă γ, then TrγnprAsnq “ r
Ş
tAi : i ă γusn. Observe that Trnpκq is the set
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of Π1n-indescribable cardinals below κ, and Tr
2
npκq is the set of Π
1
n-indescribable
cardinals µ ă κ such that Trnpκq X µ is a Π
1
n-indescribable subset of µ.
Definition 3. For γ ď κ`, we say that κ is γ-Π1n-indescribable if and only if
Trαnprκsqn ą 0 for all α ă γ.
Thus κ is 1-Π1n-indescribable if and only if κ is Π
1
n-indescribable, κ is 2-Π
1
n-
indescribable if and only if the collection of Π1n-indescribable cardinals less than κ
is a Π1n-indescribable subset of κ, etc.
Lemma 4. For α ă κ we have Trαnprκsnq “ rtγ ă κ : γ is α-Π
1
n-indescribableusn.
We now show that these two concepts of orders of indescribability are equivalent.
Lemma 5. Suppose κ is a Π1n-indescribable cardinal and γ ď κ
`. Then κ is Π1n-
indescribable with order γ if and only if κ is γ-Π1n-indescribable. In other words,
onpκq ě γ if and only if for all α ă γ we have Tr
α
nprκsq ą 0 in the boolean algebra
P pκq{Π1npκq.
Proof. The reverse direction follows easily from the fact that if S P Π1npκq
` then
S ăn TrnpSq.
For the forward direction, suppose κ is Π1n-indescribable with order γ ă κ
`.
Then for each δ ă γ there exists a Π1n-indescribable set X P Π
1
npκq
` such that
onpXq “ δ. This implies that there is a strictly increasing chain xXα : α ă δy in
the poset pΠ1npκq
`,ănq below X ; thus α ă β ă δ implies XβzTrnpXαq P Π
1
npκq.
We must show that in the boolean algebra Ppκq{Π1npκq, we have Tr
α
nprκsnq ą 0 for
all α ă δ.
For each α ă δ, let Aα be a representative of the equivalence class Tr
α
nprκsnq.
We will use induction to prove that rXαsn ďn rAαsn for all α ă δ. It will suffice
to inductively construct a sequence ~Z “ xZα : α ă δy of sets in Π
1
npκq such
that for each α ă δ we have Xα Ď Aα Y Zα. Clearly rX0sn ďn rκsn and we let
Z0 “ X0zκ “ H.
If α “ β ` 1 is a successor, then we have Xβ`1 ďn TrnpXβq and by the in-
ductive hypothesis rXβsn ďn rAβsn. By Corollary 3, we have TrnprXβsq ďn
TrnprAβsnq “ Tr
β`1
n prκsq and thus rXβ`1sn ďn Tr
β`1
n prκsnq “ rAβ`1sn. We let
Zβ`1 “ Xβ`1zAβ`1 P Π
1
npκq. Notice that Xβ`1 Ď Aβ`1 Y Zβ`1.
At limit stages α ă κ` we inductively build a sequence ~z “ xzβ : β ď αy of sets
in Π1npκq such that for all β ď α, Xα Ď Aβ Y zβ . Let z0 “ H. If β “ ξ ` 1 ă α
is a successor, by assumption we have Xα ďn TrnpXξq and inductively we have
rXξsn ďn rAξsn. By Corollary 3, TrnprXξsnq ďn TrnprAξsnq “ rAξ`1sn, which
implies that rXαsn ďn rAξ`1sn. Hence there exists zξ`1 P Π
1
npκq such that Xα Ď
Aξ`1Y zξ`1. If β ď α is a limit, fix an injection f : β Ñ κ and define two functions
gA, gz : κÑ Ppκq by
gApξq “
#
κ if ξ R f rβs
Ai if fpiq “ ξ
and
gzpξq “
#
κ if ξ R f rβs
zi if fpiq “ ξ
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Now let z1β “ ▽tzξ : ξ ă βu “ ▽gz and notice that z
1
β P Π
1
npκq by normality. By
the inductive hypothesis, Xα Ď Ai Y zi for all i ă β, and hence
Xα Ď p△gAq Y p▽gzq “n Aβ Y z
1
β .
Thus, we may let zβ P Π
1
npκq be such that Xα Ď AβYzβ . This defines the sequence
~z “ xzβ : β ď αy. We let Zα “ zα and note that Xα Ď Aα Y Zα holds by
construction. 
3. Basic consequences of the Π1n-reflection principle
Lemma 6. Suppose Reflnpκq holds and S P Π
1
npκq
`. Then
TrnpSq “ tα ă κ : S X α P Π
1
npαq
`u
is a Π1n-indescribable subset of κ.
Proof. Fix an n-club C Ď κ. We will show that TrnpSq X C ‰ H. Since κ is a
Π1n-indescribable cardinal, the filter Π
1
npκq
˚ is normal and hence the intersection
of fewer than κ many n-club subsets of κ contains an n-club. Thus, S X C is a
Π1n-indescribable subset of κ. Since Reflnpκq holds, there is an α ă κ such that
S X C X α P Π1npαq
`. This implies that S X α P Π1npαq
`. Furthermore, C X α
is a Π1n´1-indescribable subset of α and thus α P C because C is n-club. Thus
α P TrnpSq X C. 
The next lemma establishes that Reflnpκq implies that κ is ω-Π
1
n-indescribable.
Lemma 7. Suppose Reflnpκq holds. Then the set
Ind1n X κ “ tα ă κ : α is Π
1
n-indescribableu
is a Π1n-indescribable subset of κ. Thus, by Lemma 6, for each m ă ω we have
Trmn pInd
1
n X κq P Π
1
npκq
`; in other words, κ is ω-Π1n-indescribable.
Proof. Suppose Reflnpκq holds. Let C Ď κ be an n-club. We will prove that
pInd1n X κq X C ‰ H. Since C P Π
1
npκq
˚ Ď Π1npκq
` is Π1n-indescribable, Reflnpκq
implies that there is a µ ă κ such that C X µ P Π1npµq
`, and hence µ P Ind1n X κ.
Since C X µ is, in particular, a Π1n´1-indescribable subset of µ, and since C is an
n-club we have µ P C. Thus µ P pInd1n X κq X C ‰ H. 
We now restrict our attention to weak compactness. Below we will write Trwc to
denote the operation Tr1; that is, if X P Ppκq then TrwcpXq “ tα ă κ : X X α P
Π11pαq
`u. In contrast to Lemma 10 below, under Reflwcpκq we obtain the following.
Corollary 8. Suppose Reflwcpκq holds. If S P Π
1
1pκq
` then for every A Ď κ there
is a κ-model M with κ,A, S P M and an elementary embedding j : M Ñ N with
critical point κ such that N |ù S P pΠ11pκq
`qN .
Proof. Suppose Reflwcpκq holds and X P Π
1
1pκq
`. By Lemma 6, we have TrwcpSq P
Π11pκq
`. Fix A Ď κ. There exists a κ-model M with κ,A, S,TrwcpSq P M and an
elementary embedding j : M Ñ N with critical point κ such that κ P jpTrwcpSqq;
in other words, in N , the set S “ jpSq X κ is a weakly compact subset of κ. 
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4. Weak compactness and forcing
In what follows the elementary embedding characterization of weak compactness,
i.e. Π11-indescribability, is an essential ingredient, and here we review the required
properties of this characterization. We say that M is a κ-model if and only if M is
a transitive model of ZFC´ such that |M | “ κ, κ PM and Măκ X V ĎM .
The following lemma, essentially due to Baumgartner [Bau77], is well known.
For details see one may consult [Hel03, Theorem 4.13], [Kan03, Theorem 6.4] or
[Cum10, Theorem 16.1].
Lemma 9. Given a set S P Ppκq, the following are equivalent.
(1) S is Π11-indescribable.
(2) For every κ-model M with κ, S P M there is an elementary embedding
j : M Ñ N with critical point κ such that κ P jpSq and N is also a
κ-model.
(3) For any κ-model M with S P M , then there is a κ-complete nonprincipal
M -ultrafilter U on κ such that the ultrapower jU : M Ñ N has critical
point κ and satisfies κ P jU pSq.
(4) For all A Ď κ there is a κ-model M with κ,A, S P M and there is an
elementary embedding j : M Ñ N with critical point κ such that κ P jpSq
and N is also a κ-model.
Remark 1. If j : M Ñ N is the ultrapower by an M -ultrafilter on κ and Măκ X
V ĎM , then Năκ X V Ď N .
Remark 2. Below we will need to prove that if a set S Ď κ is weakly compact in
the ground model V , then it remains so in a certain forcing extension V rGs, say
where G is pV,Pq-generic for some poset P. To do this we will verify that (4) holds
in V rGs. Specifically, we will fix A P PpκqV rGs and argue that there is a P-name
9A P HV
κ`
with 9AG “ A. To find a κ-model and an embedding in V rGs, we proceed
as follows. Applying the weak compactness of S in V , let M be a κ-model with
κ, S, 9A. . . PM and let j :M Ñ N be an elementary embedding with critical point
κ such that κ P jpSq. Then we will argue that the embedding j can be extended to
j :M rGs Ñ N rjpGqs. Clearly, A PM rGs and it will follow that M rGs is a κ-model
in V rGs.
The next lemma will be useful for construction of master conditions later on.
Lemma 10. Suppose S P Π11pκq
`. Then for every A Ď κ there is a κ-model M
with κ,A, S P M and an elementary embedding j : M Ñ N with critical point κ,
where N is also a κ-model, such that κ P jpSq and N |ù S R pΠ11pκq
`qN .
Proof. Suppose S Ď κ is weakly compact and fix A Ď κ. By Lemma 9, there is a
κ-model M with κ,A, S P M and there is an elementary embedding j : M Ñ N
with critical point κ where κ P jpSq and N is a κ-model. Choose such an embedding
with jpκq as small as possible. We will show that S is not weakly compact in N .
Suppose S is weakly compact in N . Since N ă Hκ` , it follows that N does not
satisfy the power set axiom, however since Vκ ĎM , it follows from the elementarity
of j that N believes that there is a set Y such that X P Y if and only if X Ď κ. We
let PpκqN denote this set Y . Working inN , by Lemma 9, there is a κ-model M¯ with
κ,A, S P M¯ and there is an N -κ-complete nonprincipal M¯ -ultrafilter F Ď PpκqN
such that the ultrapower embedding iN : M¯ Ñ pM¯q
κ{F “ trhsF : h P M¯
κXM¯u has
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critical point κ and satisfies κ P iNpSq. Since jpκq is inaccessible in N , it follows
that iNpκq ă jpκq. Since F P N is N -κ-complete and N
ăκXV Ď N , it follows that
F is κ-complete. Since |M¯ |N “ κ we have |M¯ |V “ κ. Thus in V , F is a κ-complete
M¯ -ultrafilter and the ultrapower i : M¯ Ñ pM¯qκ{F is computed the same in V as
it is in N ; that is, i “ iN . Hence ipκq ă jpκq, which contradicts the minimality of
jpκq. 
In the proof of our main theorem we will use the following standard lemmas
to argue that various instances of weak compactness are preserved in a particular
forcing extension. For further discussion of these methods see [Cum10].
Lemma 11. Suppose j :M Ñ N is an elementary embedding with critical point κ
where M and N are κ-models and P P M is some forcing notion. Suppose G Ď P
is a filter generic over M and H Ď jpPq is a filter generic over N . Then j extends
to j :M rGs Ñ N rHs if and only if jrGs Ď H.
Using terminology from [Cum10], we say that a forcing P is κ-strategically closed
if and only if Player II has a winning strategy in the game GκpPq of length κ
where Player II plays at even stages. For more information on strategic closure, see
[Cum10, Section 5].
Lemma 12. Suppose M is a κ-model in V , so in particular Măκ X V Ď M , and
suppose P P M is a forcing notion with V |ù “P is κ-strategically closed”. Then
there is a filter G P V generic for P over M .
Lemma 13. Suppose thatM is a κ-model in V , so that in particularMăκXV ĎM ,
P P M is some forcing notion and there is a filter G P V which is generic for P
over M . Then M rGsăκ X V ĎM rGs.
Lemma 14. Suppose thatM is a κ-model in V , so in particular MăκXV ĎM , and
suppose P PM is κ-c.c. If G Ď P is generic over V , then M rGsăκXV rGs ĎM rGs.
In addition to arguing that a certain forcing iteration preserves instances of weak
compactness, we will be concerned with showing that this iteration does not create
new instances of weak compactness. Our main tool in this regard will be Lemma
18 below, which is due to Hamkins [Ham03], but first we review some more basic
results.
Lemma 15. A cardinal κ is weakly compact after ďκ-distributive forcing if and
only if it was weakly compact in the ground model. Moreover, a set S Ď κ is weakly
compact after ďκ-distributive forcing if and only if it was weakly compact in the
ground model.
Proof. The weak compactness of a set S Ď κ is witnessed by sets whose transitive
closure has size at most κ, and since such objects are unaffected by ďκ-distributive
forcing, the result follows immediately. 
Lemma 16. Suppose κ is weakly compact and P is a forcing of size less than κ.
Then κ is weakly compact after forcing with P if and only if it was weakly compact
in the ground model.
Lemma 17. If κ is weakly compact after κ-strategically closed forcing, then it was
weakly compact in the ground model.
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Proof. Suppose P is κ-strategically closed and G Ď P is generic over V . Any κ-tree
T in V remains a κ-tree in V rGs, and thus T has a cofinal branch in V rGs. Using
a name for this branch, and the strategic closure of P, one may construct a cofinal
branch through T in V . 
Let us recall two definitions from [Ham03]. A pair of transitive classes M Ď N
satisfies the δ-approximation property if whenever A ĎM is a set in N and AXa P
M for any a P M of size less than δ in M , then A P M . The pair M Ď N satisfies
the δ-cover property if for every set A in N with A ĎM and |A|N ă δ, there is a set
B P M with A Ď B and |B|M ă δ. One can easily see that many Easton-support
iterations P of length greater than a Mahlo cardinal δ satisfy the δ-approximation
and cover properties by factoring the iteration as P – Q ˚ 9R where Q is δ-c.c. and
9R is forced by Q to be ăδ-strategically closed.
Lemma 18 (Hamkins, [Ham03]). Suppose that κ is a weakly compact cardinal,
S P P pκqV and V Ď V satisfies the δ-approximation and cover properties for some
δ ă κ. If S is a weakly compact subset of κ in V then S is a weakly compact subset
of κ in V .
Proof. Suppose S P P pκqV is a weakly compact subset of κ in V . Fix A P P pκqV .
By [Ham03, Lemma 16], there is a transitive model M P V of some large fixed
finite fragment ZFC˚ of ZFC with |M |V “ κ such that κ,A, S P M , the model M
is closed under ăκ-sequences from V and M “ M X V P V is a transitive model
of the finite fragment ZFC˚ with |M |V “ κ. Since S is weakly compact in V , it
follows that there is an elementary embedding j : M Ñ N where N
ăκ
X V Ď N
and κ P jpSq. Since this embedding satisfies the hypotheses of the main theorem
from [Ham03], it follows that j æ M : M Ñ N is an elementary embedding in V
with critical point κ. Since A,S PM and κ P pj æMqpSq we see that S is a weakly
compact subset of κ in V . 
5. Adding a non-reflecting weakly compact set
In Lemma 7 above we proved that Reflnpκq implies that κ is ω-Π
1
n-indescribable.
Taking n “ 1, this shows that if the weakly compact reflection principle holds at κ
then κ is ω-weakly compact. We now show that the converse is consistently false.
Let WC denote the class of weakly compact cardinals and let WCκ “ WC X κ.
Indeed we will prove that if κ is pα` 1q-weakly compact, then there is an Easton-
support forcing iteration Pκ`1 of length κ` 1 such that in V
Pκ`1 we have (1) there
is a non-reflecting weakly compact subset of κ, (2) WCVκ “ WC
V
Pκ`1
κ and (3) κ
remains pα` 1q-weakly compact.
For a cardinal γ and a cofinal subset W Ď γ, we define a forcing notion Qpγ,W q
as follows. Let p be a condition in Qpγ,W q if and only if
(1) p is a function with domppq ă γ and rangeppq Ď 2,
(2) if η ď domppq is weakly compact then tα ă η : ppαq “ 1u is not a weakly
compact subset of η and
(3) suppppq ĎW .
For p, q P Qpγ,W q let p ď q if and only if p Ě q.
Lemma 19. Assuming that the collection of weakly compact limit points of W is
cofinal in γ, every condition q P Qpγ,W q can be extended to a condition p ď q such
that domppq is a weakly compact cardinal and suppppq is cofinal in domppq.
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Proof. Let δ be the least element of WCγ X LimpW q greater than dompqq. One
can use the usual reflection arguments to show that WCδ X W is not a weakly
compact subset of δ (if it were then δ would not be the least such cardinal by
elementarity). Define p : δ Ñ 2 by letting p æ rdompqq, δq be the characteristic
function of WCδ XW X rdompqq, δq and p æ dompqq “ q. 
The proof of the next lemma is very similar to that of the analogous fact about
the forcing to add a non-reflecting stationary set of cofinality ω ordinals in a regular
cardinal [Cum10, Example 6.5].
Lemma 20. Suppose µ ď γ is the least weakly compact cardinal such that W X µ
is a weakly compact subset of µ. Then Qpγ,W q is ăµ-closed and γ-strategically
closed, but not ďµ-closed.
Proof. It is easy to see that Qpγ,W q is ăµ-closed. Suppose δ ă µ and xpi : i ă δy
is a decreasing sequence of conditions in Qpγ,W q. Let η “ suptdomppiq : i ă δu.
If η is not weakly compact then
Ť
tpi : i ă δu P Qpγ,W q is a lower bound of the
sequence. On the other hand, if η is weakly compact, then η “ δ ă µ, which
implies that W X η is not a weakly compact subset of η. It follows that the support
suppp
Ť
tpi : i ă δuq is a subset of W and hence is not a weakly compact subset of
η. Thus
Ť
tpi : i ă δu is a condition in Qpγ,W q.
It is also easy to see that Qpγ,W q is not ďµ-closed. For each i ă µ let pi be
the characteristic function of W X i. Then xpi : i ă µy is a decreasing sequence of
conditions in Qpγ,W q with no lower bound.
To prove that Qpγ,W q is γ-strategically closed we must argue that Player II
has a winning strategy in the game GγpQpγ,W qq. The game begins with Player II
playing p0 “ H. As the game proceeds, Player II may use the following strategy.
At an even stage α, Player II calculates γα “ suptdomppiq : i ă αu and then
defines pα by setting domppαq “ γα ` 1, pα æ γα “
Ť
iăα pi and pαpγαq “ 0. To
check that this strategy succeeds, we must verify that for all limit stages η ă γ the
strategy produces a condition pη. If η ă γ is not weakly compact then pη is clearly
a condition. If η ă γ is weakly compact one of two things must occur. Either
γη “ suptγi : i ă ηu is equal to η or γη ą η. If γη ą η then γη is singular, in
which case pη “
Ť
iăη pi Y tpγη, 0qu is a condition. Otherwise, if γη “ η, since γη
is weakly compact, in order to see that pη “
Ť
iăη pi Y tpγη, 0qu is a condition, we
must check that tα ă η : pηpαq “ 1u is not weakly compact. The set tγi : i ă ηu
is club in η “ γη and Player II has ensured that pηpγiq “ 0 for all i ă η. Thus
tα ă η : pηpαq “ 1u is nonstationary and hence not weakly compact. 
Lemma 21. For every cardinal δ ă γ, there is a ăδ-directed closed open dense
subset of Qpγ,W q.
Proof. Suppose δ ă γ. Let D “ tp P Qpγ,W q : domppq ą δu. Clearly D is
open and dense. Suppose A Ď D is a directed set of conditions and |A| ă δ. Let
η “ suptdomppq : p P Au. Since η ą δ and cfpηq ď |A| ă δ, it follows that η is not
weakly compact. Thus p “
Ť
A is a condition in Qpγ,W q. 
Let W Ď WCκ be a weakly compact subset of κ and suppose Reflwcpκq holds.
Let Pκ`1 “ xpPγ , 9Qγq : γ ď κy be the length κ ` 1 iteration with Easton-support
such that the stage γ forcing is defined as follows.
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‚ If γ ď κ is a Mahlo limit point of TrwcpW q, then 9Qγ is a Pγ-name for the
forcing Qpγ,W X γq defined above.4
‚ Otherwise, 9Qγ is a Pγ-name for trivial forcing.
Next we will show that, as intended, in certain contexts, the iteration Pκ`1
adds a non-reflecting weakly compact set and preserves many instances of weak
compactness. In the next theorem, the assumption that Reflwcpκq holds is made to
avoid trivialities. For example: if Reflwcpκq fails, then κ already has a non-reflecting
weakly compact subset.
Theorem 22. Suppose Reflwcpκq holds, W Ď WCκ is a weakly compact subset of
κ and GCH holds. Then there is a cofinality-preserving forcing P such that if G is
pV,Pq-generic then the following conditions hold.
(1) In V rGs, there is a non-reflecting weakly compact set E Ď W (thus W
remains weakly compact).
(2) The class of weakly compact cardinals is preserved: WCV “WCV rGs.
(3) If S Ď γ ă κ is a weakly compact subset of γ in V and W X γ Ď S, then S
remains weakly compact in V rGs.
Proof. Let Gκ`1 be pV,Pκ`1q-generic. Since the iteration Pκ`1 uses Easton-support
and at each nontrivial stage γ ď κ we have ,Pγ “
9Qγ is γ-strategically closed”,
standard arguments involving factoring the iteration show that cofinalities are pre-
served.
The forcing Pκ`1 can be factored as Pκ ˚ 9Qpκ,W q. For γ ď κ, let Hγ denote
the pV rGγs,Qγq-generic filter obtained from Gκ`1. Thus, Gκ`1 “ Gκ ˚ Hκ. Let
f “
Ť
Hκ : κÑ 2 and let E “ tα ă κ : fpαq “ 1u.
First we prove (1). Let us show that in V rGκ`1s, for each η ă κ, the set E X η
is not a weakly compact subset of η. If η is not weakly compact in V rGκ`1s
then neither is E X η. Suppose η is weakly compact in V rGκ`1s. Since Qpκ,W q is
κ-strategically closed, it follows that E X η P V rGκs and thus f æ η is a condition
in Qpκ,W q. By Lemma 15, η is weakly compact in V rGκs. Hence by definition
of Qpκ,W q, the set E X η is not weakly compact in V rGκs. Applying Lemma 15
again, we conclude that E X η is not weakly compact in V rGκ`1s.
We will show that in the extension V rGκ`1s, the set E Ď κ is a weakly compact
subset of κ using the method outlined in Remark 2 above. Fix A P PpκqV rGκ`1s
and let 9E, 9A P Hκ` be Pκ`1-names with E “ 9EGκ`1 and A “ 9AGκ`1 . Working in
V , we may apply Lemma 10 to find a κ-modelM with κ,Pκ`1, 9A, 9E,W PM and an
elementary embedding j :M Ñ N with critical point κ where N is also a κ-model
such that κ P jpW q and W is not a weakly compact subset of κ in N . Since κ
is an inaccessible limit point of TrwcpW q
N “ TrwcpW q
V in N and Năκ X V Ď N
we have jpPκq – Pκ ˚ 9Qpκ,W q ˚ 9P
N
κ,jpκq where
9PN
κ,jpκq is a Pκ`1-name for the tail
of the iteration jpPκq. Since Pκ is κ-c.c. in V and Qpκ,W q is ăκ-distributive in
V rGκs, it follows from Lemma 14, that M rGκ`1s is closed under ăκ-sequences in
V rGκ`1s. Thus, using the facts that |N |
V “ κ and that in N rGκ`1s, the poset
Pκ,jpκq contains a ăκ-directed closed dense subset, we can build an pN rGκ`1s,
4It is important that we force at some stages γ with Qpγ,W q at which W X γ is not a weakly
compact subset of γ because in a crucial part of the argument we will have that on the j-side,
where j is some elementary embedding with critical point κ, the setW “ jpW qXκ is not a weakly
compact subset of κ and this is required in order for a master condition to exist.
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Pκ,jpκqq-generic filter K P V rGκ`1s. Since the supports of conditions in G have size
less than κ we have jrGs Ď Gκ ˚Hκ ˚K, and thus we can extend the embedding
to j : M rGκs Ñ N r pGjpκqs where pGjpκq “ Gκ ˚ Hκ ˚ K. Since K P V rGκ`1s we
have N r pGjpκqsăκ X V rGκ`1s Ď N r pGjpκqs. Since W is not weakly compact in N , it
follows from Lemma 18 that W is not weakly compact in N r pGjpκqs.
Let us now argue that f Y tpκ, 1qu is a condition in jpQpκ,W qq. We have f, E P
N r pGjpκqs because Hκ P N r pGjpκqs. It will suffice to show that the set E is not a
weakly compact subset of κ in N r pGjpκqs. From the definition of Qpκ,W q P V rGκs,
we have E Ď W , and since W is not a weakly compact subset of κ in N r pGjpκqs, it
follows that E is not a weakly compact subset of κ in N r pGjpκqs. This implies thatŤ
jrHκs “
Ť
Hκ “ f is a condition in jpQpκ,W qq, and thus so is p “ f Y tpκ, 1qu.
In N r pGjpκqs, the poset jpQpκ,W qq contains a ďκ-closed dense subset, and hence
we can build an pN r pGsjpκq, jpQpκ,W qqq-generic filter pHjpκq P V rGκ`1s with p PpHjpκq. This guarantees that jrHκs Ď pHjpκq, and thus the embedding extends to
j :M rGκ ˚Hκs Ñ N r pGjpκq ˚ pHjpκqs. Since pκ, 1q P Ť pHjpκq, it follows that κ P jpEq.
Therefore E is a weakly compact subset of κ in V rG ˚ gs, and hence we have
established (1).
For (2), let us now show that the class of weakly compact cardinals is pre-
served; i.e. that WCV rGκ`1s “ WCV . By the work of Hamkins, it follows that
WCV rGκ`1s ĎWCV (see Lemma 18 above or [Ham03, Lemma 16]). We must show
that WCV rGκ`1s Ě WCV . Suppose γ is weakly compact in V . If γ ą κ, then by
Lemma 16, it follows that γ is weakly compact in V rGκ`1s. Suppose γ ă κ. Since
in V rGγ`1s the forcing Pγ,κ`1 is ďγ-distributive, it will suffice to argue that γ
remains weakly compact in V rGγ`1s. There are several cases to consider.
Case 1. Suppose γ is a limit point of TrwcpW q. Then Pγ`1 – Pγ ˚ 9Qpγ,W X γq.
Working in V rGγ ˚Hγs, fix A Ď γ and let 9A P Hκ` be a Pγ ˚ 9Qpγ,W Xγq-name such
that 9AGγ˚Hγ “ A. Working in V , by Lemma 10, it follows that there is a γ-modelM
with γ, 9A,Pγ`1,W X γ PM and an elementary embedding j : M Ñ N with critical
point γ such thatWXγ is not weakly compact in N .5 Since γ is aMahlo limit point
of TrwcpW q in N , it follows that jpPγq – Pγ ˚ 9Qpγ,W X γq ˚ 9Pγ,jpγq. It follows that
Gγ is pM,Pγq-generic and Gγ ˚Hγ is pN,Pγ ˚ 9Qpγ,WXγqq-generic, and furthermore
that N rGγ ˚Hγs
ăγ XV rGγ ˚Hγs Ď N rGγ ˚Hγs. Thus, as before, we may build an
pN rGγ ˚Hγs,Pγ,jpγqq-generic filter K P V rGγ ˚Hγs. Let pGjpγq “ Gγ ˚Hγ ˚K Since
jrGγs Ď pGjpγq the embedding extends to j : M rGγs Ñ N r pGjpγqs. Let m “ ŤHγ .
From the definition of 9Qpγ,W Xγq, it follows that supppmq ĎW Xγ. Furthermore,
since W X γ is not weakly compact in N , it follows by Lemma 18, that W X γ is
not weakly compact in N r pGjpγqs. Thus, m P jpQpγ,W X γqq. We can build an
pN r pGjpγqs, jpQpγ,W X γqqq-generic filter pHjpγq P V rGγ ˚Hγs with m P pGjpγq. The
5Of course W X γ may or may not be a weakly compact subset of γ in V , but in either case
such an embedding exists. If W X γ is a weakly compact subset of γ, then Lemma 10 applies. If
W X γ is not a weakly compact subset of γ, let C Ď γ be a 1-club with C XW ‰ H, let M be
a γ-model with γ, 9A,Pγ`1,W X γ, C P M and let j : M Ñ N be an elementary embedding with
critical point γ, where N is also a γ-model. Then since C P N and C is 1-club in N , it follows
that W X γ is not weakly compact in N .
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embedding extends to j : M rGγ ˚ Hγs Ñ N r pGjpγq ˚ pHjpγqs, and thus γ is weakly
compact in V rGγ`1s.
Case 2. Suppose γ is not a limit point of TrwcpW q. In this case, since Pγ`1 –
Pγ ˚ 9Addpγ, 1q, one may use a standard master condition argument to show that γ
is weakly compact in V rGγ`1s.
Thus the class of weakly compact cardinals is preserved WCV rGκ`1s “ WCV ,
establishing (2).
To prove (3), suppose S Ď γ ă κ is a weakly compact subset of γ in V and
W X γ Ď S. To show that S is weakly compact in V rGκ`1s it will suffice, by
Lemma 15, to argue that S is weakly compact in V rGγ`1s. Fix A P Ppκq
V rGγ`1s
and let 9A P Hγ` be a Pγ`1-name with 9AG “ A. By Lemma 10, we may let M
be a γ-model with γ, 9A,Pγ`1, S,W X γ P M and let j : M Ñ N be an elementary
embedding with critical point γ where N is a γ-model such that κ P jpSq and
S “ jpSq X γ is not a weakly compact subset of γ in N . Since W X γ Ď S, it
follows that W is not a weakly compact subset of γ in N , and thus we can lift
the embedding using a master condition argument as in Case 1 or Case 2 above.
Thus S remains a weakly compact subset of γ in V rGγ`1s. 
We now show that Theorem 1 is a consequence of Theorem 22, which establishes
the consistency of the failure of the weakly compact reflection principle Reflwcpκq
at a weakly compact cardinal of any order γ ă κ`.
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose κ is pα ` 1q-weakly compact where ω ď α ă κ. We
must show that there is a cofinality-preserving forcing extension in which there is
a non-reflecting weakly compact subset of κ, the class of weakly compact cardinals
is preserved and κ remains pα` 1q-weakly compact.
Choose a sequence ~A “ xAξ : ξ ă κ
`y of subset of κ with A0 “ κ such that for
all ξ ă κ`,
(1) Aξ is a representative of the equivalence class Tr
ξ
wcprκs1q,
(2) Aξ`1 “ TrwcpAξq and
(3) if ξ is a limit then Aξ “ △tAζ : ζ ă ξu.
Let W “ Aα P Tr
α
wcprκs1q. Let Pκ`1 be the forcing from the proof of Theorem 22,
and suppose Gκ`1 is pV,Pκ`1q-generic. Applying Theorem 22 (1), we conclude that
in V rGκ`1s, the set W is weakly compact and the set E Ď W is a non-reflecting
weakly compact subset of κ. By Theorem 22 (2), the class of weakly compact
cardinals is preserved. It remains to show that κ remains pα ` 1q-weakly compact
in V rGκ`1s.
Working in V rGκ`1s, let ~B “ xBξ : ξ ă κ
`y be a sequence defined using the
same conditions that were used to define ~A, but this time we run the definition in
V rGκ`1s; that is, B0 “ κ and for all ξ ă κ
`,
(1) Bξ is a representative of the equivalence class Tr
ξ
wcprκs1q
V rGκ`1s,
(2) Aξ`1 “ TrwcpAξq
V rGκ`1s and
(3) if ξ is a limit then Aξ “ △tAζ : ζ ă ξu
V rGκ`1s.
To show that κ is pα ` 1q-weakly compact in V rGκ`1s, it will suffice to show that
W “ Aα Ď Bα. We will use induction to prove that for every ξ ď α we have
Aξ Ď Bξ.
By definition of the sequences we have A0 “ κ “ B0. If ξ ď α is a limit
the result follows immediately from the inductive hypothesis that Aζ Ď Bζ for
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all ζ ă ξ. If ξ “ ζ ` 1 ď α is a successor, then Aξ “ Aζ`1 “ TrwcpAζq and
Bξ “ Bζ`1 “ TrwcpBζq. Let us show that Aξ Ď Bξ. Suppose γ P Aξ, this means
that Aζ X γ is a weakly compact subset of γ in V . By Theorem 22 (3), it follows
that Aζ X γ remains a weakly compact subset of γ in V rGκ`1s. By the inductive
hypothesis, Aζ Ď Bζ and thus Bζ X γ is a weakly compact subset of γ in V rGκ`1s.
Thus we have shown that Trαwcprκs1q “ rBαs1 ą 0 in V rGκ`1s and hence κ remains
pα` 1q-weakly compact in V rGκ`1s. 
6. Resurrecting the weakly compact reflection principle
Recall that by a theorem of Kunen [Kun78], mentioned in the introduction, it is
consistent relative to a supercompact cardinal that a non-weakly compact cardinal
κ can become supercompact in a forcing extension. Kunen’s proof proceeds as
follows. Suppose κ is a Laver-indestructible [Lav78] supercompact cardinal, let S
be Kunen’s forcing for adding a homogeneous Souslin tree and let 9T be an S-name
for this tree. Then in V S, κ is not weakly compact and if we force over V S with 9T ,
thereby adding a branch through 9T , we obtain a further extension V S˚
9T in which
κ is supercompact because S ˚ 9T is forcing equivalent to adding a Cohen subset to
κ.
A similar resurrection result can be established using a different forcing argu-
ment. Suppose κ is a Laver-indestructible supercompact cardinal, let S be the
natural forcing for adding a non-reflecting stationary subset of κ and let 9S be an
S-name for this set. Then κ is not weakly compact in V S. Working in V S, let C
be the forcing to shoot a club through κz 9S. Then one can argue that S ˚ 9C is a
separative poset of size κ which contains a ăκ-closed dense subset, and hence must
be equivalent to the forcing to add a Cohen subset to κ. Recall that if κ is weakly
compact, then there is a forcing extension in which the weak compactness of κ is
indestructible by Addpκ, 1q. Thus, one can resurrect the weak compactness of κ
starting with the hypothesis much weaker than supercompactness.
We now establish a resurrection result regarding the weakly compact reflection
principle Reflwcpκq. Suppose κ is a measurable cardinal, W Ď WCκ, Pκ`1 –
Pκ ˚ 9Qpκ,W q is the iteration from Theorem 22 for adding a non-reflecting weakly
compact set and let 9E be a Pκ`1-name for this set. Then Reflwcpκq fails in V
Pκ`1 .
Working in V Pκ`1 , let 9Hκ`1 – 9Hκ ˚ 9T
1pκz 9Eq be Hellsten’s forcing [Hel03] for shoot-
ing a 1-club through the complement of 9E such that nontrivial forcing occurs at
stage γ in 9Hκ`1 if and only if nontrivial forcing occured at stage γ in Pκ`1. We
will prove that Pκ`1 ˚ 9Hκ`1 is forcing equivalent to the Easton-support iteration
Sκ`1 – Sκ ˚Addpκ, 1q which adds a single Cohen subset to every Mahlo limit point
of TrwcpW q. Standard arguments show that since κ is measurable in V , then κ
remain measurable in V Pκ`1˚
9Hκ`1 “ V Sκ`1 , and hence Reflwcpκq has been resur-
rected.
Let us recall the definition and a few basic facts regarding Hellsten’s forcing for
shooting a 1-club through a weakly compact set.
Theorem 23 (Hellsten, [Hel03]). Suppose E is a weakly compact subset of κ. There
is a forcing extension in which E contains a 1-club, all weakly compact subsets of
E remain weakly compact and thus κ remains a weakly compact cardinal.
We now describe Hellsten’s forcing. Let X Ď κ be an unbounded subset of an
inaccessible cardinal κ. We define a poset T 1pXq as follows. Conditions in T 1pXq
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are all c Ď X such that c is bounded and 1-closed, meaning that whenever cX α is
stationary in α we have α P c. The ordering on T 1pXq is by end extension: c1 ď c2
iff c2 “ c1 æ suptα ` 1 : α P c2u. Hellsten proved [Hel10, Lemma 3] that T
1pXq is
κ-strategically closed. The forcing Hκ`1 which Hellsten used to prove Theorem 23
is an Easton-support iteration xHα, 9Cβ : α ď κ` 1, β ď κy such that
(1) if β ď κ is Mahlo then 9Cβ is an Hβ-name for T
1pE X βqV
Hβ
and
(2) otherwise 9Cβ is an Hβ-name for trivial forcing.
Lemma 24. Suppose γ is an inaccessible cardinal, W ĎWCγ and γ is a limit point
of TrwcpW q. Let 9E be the cannonical Qpγ,W q-name for the subset of W added by
forcing with Qpγ,W q. Then Qpγ,W q ˚ 9T 1pγz 9Eq is forcing equivalent to Addpγ, 1q.
Proof. Notice that since Qpγ,W q ˚ 9T 1pγz 9Eq is γ-strategically closed, we can view
conditions pe, 9cq P Qpγ,W q ˚ 9T 1pγz 9Eq as ordered pairs of the form pe, cq where c
is some bounded 1-closed subset of γ in V . Let D be the set of conditions pe, cq P
Qpγ,W q˚ 9T 1pγz 9Eq such that dompeq “ suppcq “ α`1 P TrwcpW q and supppeqXc ‰
H. First let us show that D is a dense subset of Qpγ,W q ˚ 9T 1pγz 9Eq. If pe, cq is any
condition, let e1 P Qpγ,W q be such that e1 ď e, α “ dompe1q ą dompeq Y suppcq
and W X dompe1q is a weakly compact subset of dompe1q. Since supppe1q is not a
weakly compact subset of dompe1q, there is a 1-club c1 Ď dompe1qzpsuppcq ` 1q such
that supppe1q X c1 “ H. Then c2 “ c Y c1 ď c is a 1-club subset of dompe1q. Let
e2 “ e1 Y tpα, 0qu and c3 “ c2 Y tαu. Then pe2, c3q ď pe, cq and pe2, c3q P D.
Standard arguments show that D is a ăγ-closed subset of Qpγ,W q ˚ 9T 1pγz 9Eq.
Since the poset Qpγ,W q˚ 9T 1pγz 9Eq has size γ and contains a ăγ-closed dense subset,
it must be forcing equivalent to Addpγ, 1q. 
Theorem 25. Suppose that κ is a measurable cardinal, and let W Ď κ be weakly
compact in V . Let V rGκ ˚ Hκs be the forcing extension of Theorem 22, in which
there is a non-reflecting weakly compact set E “
Ť
Hκ ĎW . Then there is a further
forcing extension V rGκ˚HκsrCκ˚Dκs in which Reflwcpκq holds and Dpκq “
Ť
Dκ Ď
κzE is a 1-club subset of κ.
Proof. Let Pκ`1 – Pκ ˚ 9Qpκ,W q be the forcing from Theorem 22 and suppose
Gκ`1 – Gκ ˚Hκ is pV,Pκ`1q-generic, so that E “
Ť
Hκ is a non-reflecting weakly
compact subset of κ. Working in V rGκ ˚Hκs, let Hκ`1 – Hκ ˚ 9T
1pκzEq be Hell-
sten’s Easton-support forcing iteration for shooting a 1-club through κzE, where
nontrivial forcing is used at stage γ ď κ of the preparatory forcing Hκ if and only
if nontrivial forcing was used in stage γ of Pκ, that is, if and only if γ is a Mahlo
limit point of TrwcpW q. Let Cκ`1 – Cκ ˚ Dκ be pV rGκ`1s,Hκ`1q-generic, where
Dpκq “
Ť
Dκ is a 1-club subset of κzE in V rGκ`1 ˚ Cκ`1s.
We will use induction to argue that in V , for every γ ď κ, the forcing Pγ`1˚Hγ`1
is equivalent to the Easton-support iteration Sγ`1 of length γ ` 1 which adds a
Cohen subset to each µ ď γ which is a Mahlo limit point of TrwcpW q.
Working in V , suppose γ ď κ is a Mahlo limit point of TrwcpW q. Since Pγ`1,κ ˚
9Qpκ,W q is ďγ-distributive in V rGγ ˚ Hγs, it follows that Hγ ˚ 9T
1pγzp 9E X γqq P
V rGγ ˚ Hγs. Since conditions in Hγ have bounded support, and since Hγ can be
defined using Gγ , we have Hγ P V rGγs. Thus, we may view V rGγ ˚ Cγs as an
intermediate extension. By the inductive hypothesis, Pγ ˚Hγ is forcing equivalent
to Sγ . Since γ is a Mahlo limit of TrwcpW q
V rGγ˚Cγ s in V rGγ ˚ Cγs, we can apply
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Lemma 24 to conclude that in V rGγ ˚ Cγs, the poset Qpγ,W q ˚ 9T
1pγzE X γq is
forcing equivalent to Addpγ, 1q.
Thus Pκ`1 ˚ Hκ`1 is forcing equivalent to Sκ`1, so we have V rGκ`1 ˚Hκ`1s “
V rgκ`1s where gκ`1 is the pV, Sκ`1q-generic filter obtained from Gκ`1˚Hκ`1. Stan-
dard arguments show that in V rgκ`1s “ V rGκ`1˚Hκ`1s, κ is a measurable cardinal
and hence Reflwcpκq holds. 
7. Questions
Many questions regarding the weakly compact and Π1n-reflection principles re-
main open.
Question 1. What is the consistency strength of the statement “there is a car-
dinal κ such that the weakly compact reflection principle Reflwcpκq holds”? More
generally, what is the strength of “there is a cardinal κ such that the Π1n-reflection
principle Reflnpκq holds”?
Mekler and Shelah [MS89] showed that the statement “there is a regular cardinal
κ such that every stationary subset of κ has a stationary initial segment” is equicon-
sistent with the existence of a reflection cardinal ; i.e. a cardinal κ which carries a
normal ideal I coherent with the nonstationary ideal such that the I-positive sets
are closed under the operation Tr0 where Tr0pXq “ tα ă κ : X X α is stationaryu.
As shown in [MS89], the existence of a reflection cardinal is a hypothesis who’s con-
sistency strength is strictly between that of a greatly Mahlo cardinal and a weakly
compact cardinal.
Definition 4. A cardinal κ is a weak compactness reflection cardinal if and only
if there exists a normal ideal I on κ such that
(1) I is coherent to the weakly compact ideal Π11pκq and
(2) the I-positive sets I` are closed under the operation Trwc.
We conjecture that the existence of a cardinal at which the weakly compact re-
flection principle holds is equiconisistent with the existence of a weak compactness
reflection cardinal, and this hypothesis is strictly between the existence of a greatly
weakly compact cardinal and the existence of a Π12-indescribable cardinal in the
large cardinal hierarchy. Notice that the forward direction of the above conjectured
equiconsistency easily follows from Lemma 6: if Reflwcpκq holds then κ is a weak
compactness reflection cardinal since Π11pκq is a normal ideal and Π
1
1pκq
` is closed
under the operation Trwc. One may be able to establish the remaining parts of
the conjecture, by carrying out arguments similar to [MS89, Corollary 5 and The-
orem 7], however many technical difficulties need to be overcome. Similarly, one
can define the notion of Π1n-reflection cardinal and formulate a similar conjecture
regarding the consistency strength of the Π1n-reflection principle.
Above we have established that Reflwcpκq implies that κ is ω-weakly compact,
and that it is consistent that Reflwcpκq fails and κ is γ-weakly compact, for any
fixed γ ă κ`.
Question 2. Is it consistent that there exists a greatly weakly compact cardinal κ
such that Reflwcpκq fails?
Regarding Question 2, in our proof of Theorem 1, we were able to show that the
weak compactness of a set W “ Aα is preserved by the iteration Pκ`1 as follows.
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We showed that the set E ĎW added by the iteration Pκ`1 is weakly compact, by
choosing an embedding j : M Ñ N with critical point κ such that κ P jpW q andW
is not weakly compact in N . This allowed us to conclude that W remains weakly
compact, since it contains E. In order to preserve the great weak compactness
of κ, one would want to argue that the weak compactness of κ` subsets of κ is
preserved. It is not clear that the techniques used in this article could be adapted
to accomplish this.
One may also be able to adapt another argument [MS89, Theorem 9] of Mekler
and Shelah to answer the following question.
Question 3. Is it consistent that Reflwcpκq holds and κ is not pω`1q-weakly com-
pact? Is it consistent that Reflwcpκq holds at the least ω-weakly compact cardinal?
Finally, we ask, can the resurrection of Reflwcpκq as in Theorem 25 be obtained
by starting with a large cardinal hypothesis weaker than the measurability of κ?
Question 4. If Reflwcpκq holds, can we force to add a non-reflecting weakly com-
pact subset of κ as in Theorem 22 above, and then resurrect Reflwcpκq by further
forcing?
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